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President’s Letter
I cannot believe how quickly summer is already coming to an end; at
least it has not been an exceptionally hot one. I hope all of you are
working to get your gardens ready for next spring – Please volunteer
to show your achievements. With the 2015 schedule this is planned
for May 30th.
And yes, the 2015 schedule is coming together quickly. Please Note
that the American Hosta Society Convention will be in Raleigh,
North Carolina hosted by the Solbergs! Too close to miss – less than
4 hours away for many of us. Put it on your calendars, June 18th –
20th, 2015. The theme of this convention is “Back to the Future.”
Now back to 2014. Hosta Bingo was enjoyed by two new members
this year and held in the Somerset Town Hall in Chevy Chase, MD. I
do not know what hosta Fitz won but he was sure happy about it as
well as Rebecca who won H. ‘Rebecca’ – how special. Our Annual
Fall Picnic is August 31st at Ft Hunt Park, VA, starting at noon. The
club provides the main dishes, sodas, water and tableware. Please
bring a side dish and if you want alcohol you are allowed to BYOB –
that is, beer and wine, but no hard liquor. Julia Colby is making one
of her planters for the auction and Kathy Welsh has potted up some
special hostas from her exquisite garden for the auction as well as the
plant exchange. More hostas and other items are always needed for
the auction and plant exchange.
***I am not sure why the Potomac Hosta Club is such a secret.
The benefits of membership in the club far exceed your annual
membership dues. Share with your friends and neighbors and
bring in new members to the picnic! I always have membership
forms on hand...

Susan
‘Hosta Gardeners have it made in the shade’
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Potomac Hosta Club 2014 Annual Picnic
and Plant Auction
Date: Sunday, August 31st, (Labor Day weekend)
From Noon to 3:00 P.M. at Fort Hunt Park,
8999 Fort Hunt Road, Alexandria, Virginia.
The Picnic Site is Number C-2.
This is the Potomac Hosta Club’s last big membership event for 2014, so let’s give it a big turnout. The
Club will supply hot food and soft drinks and we’re relying on you to provide a side dish or dessert,
enough to serve about 8. For those who attended last year’s picnic at Fort Hunt, you will remember that
wine and beer – but no hard liquor – are permitted at the picnic site, so if you’d like to bring your own,
please do. Also, bring a plant for the plant swap – a hosta or non-hosta is OK. And don’t forget your
checkbook or cash for the auction.
Map To Fort Hunt Park

Directions
Fort Hunt Park is off the George Washington
Memorial Parkway, 8 miles south of Old Town
Alexandria.
From the Capitol Beltway, I-95/I-495: From the
Beltway at Alexandria, take the exit for the
George Washington Memorial Parkway South and
drive 6.5 miles to a right exit at Fort Hunt Park.
Drive into the Park and on to Picnic Site C-2.
There is adequate parking adjacent to the picnic
area.
From George Washington’s Mount Vernon Estate:
From the estate at Mount Vernon, take the George
Washington Memorial Parkway toward
Alexandria for 2.5 miles to a right exit at Fort
Hunt Park. Drive into the Park and on to Picnic
Site C-2. There is adequate parking adjacent to
the picnic area.

Jim Presant, Washington, DC
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penned this story for the Journal after visiting the
Brogan’s garden during this year’s AHS annual
convention in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

The American Hosta Society – Join
Today!
For hosta growers and lovers there are many
reasons to be a member of the American Hosta
Society, as noted below. The rates are reasonable,
the conventions fun and the friendships priceless.
So think about what you get:

The Bob & Sharon Brogan Garden
by Susan and James Hedrick
A clear, cool morning drive past cornfields and
small town America carried us from Cedar Rapids
to the Brogan’s home and garden in Solon, Iowa.
On the way there we had time to ponder a list of
questions to get the inside story on the Brogan’s, a
different perspective then the usual garden variety
hosta visit. The first question was the Rose &
Thorn, or should we say Hosta & Heartache:
“Which hosta is your favorite or Rose (a very
tough question for any hostaholic) and which
hosta is your problem or Thorn?” After much
thought their choice of a favorite was Hosta
Guardian Angel, a spectacular choice, and the
thorn was Hosta Spilt Milk. The thorn was the
fact that Hosta Spilt Milk had not made it through
the bitter Iowa winter of 2013-2014.
Unfortunately, they were not the only Midwest
garden we visited where a lonely tag was left
behind for this much-loved Mildred Seaver
introduction.

An opportunity to attend national meetings and
conventions which offer educational and
scientific presentations, garden tours,
judge's clinics, and a chance to see the
latest and best hosta in the hosta show.
A Biennial AHS Membership Directory
The privilege of visiting display gardens
throughout the country, many of which are
only open to AHS members.
An invitation to exhibit your favorite hostas and
compete for recognition in various AHS
national and regional cut-leaf shows.
Developing friendships with people who share
an interest in growing hostas.
Access to Members Only section of the AHS
website
The Hosta Journal, both hardcopy and on-line
editions
Membership Rates (USA)

Variety is the spice of life for any garden and this
one has it all. One of the first things you notice
coming up the driveway is the large pergola sitting
on what was once a tennis court. The former
tennis court also served up a greenhouse where
Mrs. Brogan starts an extensive number of annuals
from seed.
Encircling the Brogan’s house is an assortment of
magnificent hostas, keeping them up close and
personal. Wandering the peaceful paths along the
hosta trail extending to all sides of the house, it is
a mix of stone pavers and mulch that carries you
unobtrusively among a multitude of varieties.
Starting down the trail a beautiful mix of mature
hostas leads quickly to their favorite variety
growing on the right, Guardian Angel. It is safely
guarded by the majestic statue of a Bald Eagle.
The garden hosts about 500 hostas of all sizes
including the hostas Abiqua Drinking Gourd, Blue
Boy, Golden Sculpture, Risky Business, Savannah
Supreme, Sergeant Pepper, Krossa Regal, and
Lakeside Baby Face. The Brogan garden features

To encourage even more members, the AHS is
now offering a new benefit for membership:
starting in 2015 they will select a hosta
available only to members in limited quantities
and at a reasonable cost. The special cultivar
will be a limited-edition run…on a first come,
first served basis. Another reason to join, which is
easy at the AHS website:
www.americanhostasociety.org/membership.
For those of you that are not members of the
American Hosta Society, below is a sample
article (with only one of the many pictures) of
what you are missing by not being members and
getting the AHS Hosta Journal. The authors
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a wide variety of companion plants, many in their
own theme gardens. The Brogan’s favorite
pairings for their hostas were various Coleus,
Pulmonaria, and Astilbes. The author’s favorite
Midwestern hosta in their garden, one which we
do not see in our local gardens back East, was ‘H.
Corn Belt’. With its corn-yellow center, medium
husk-green margin, and slightly wavy edge — it is
now on our “need” list.

heart-shaped leaves of Hosta Golden Sculpture; a
favorite blue-yellow color combination of the
Brogan’s.
An exquisite multi-level cascading water feature
gracefully spills down the slope on the right side
of the house. Intertwined between the hostas and
shade annuals, the upper pond flows to a waterfall
cascading into a pond at the base of the slope,
protected by a lifelike floating duck and a lifesized head of a menacing alligator with a baby on
board. Additional creatures, friendly and
otherwise, surround the water feature enjoying the
cool and refreshing sound of the flowing liquid.

When asked what size hosta was their favorite, the
Brogan’s emphatically said “large”. In the older
established beds you immediately perceive their
love of large-sized hostas. A plethora of largesize hostas continue around the house: Color
Glory, Crispula, Erie Magic, Gin and Tonic, Holy
Mole, Sundance, Lunar Eclipse, Montana
Kinkaku, Robert Frost, Satisfaction, Sea Beacon,
Sundance, Niagara Falls, Wheaton Blue, and a few
others. The large hostas were complemented by a
few larger giant-sized cultivars including Alvatine
Taylor, Blue Umbrellas, Great Expectations,
Green Angel, Krossa Regal, Regal Splendor,
Silver Anniversary, and Sum It Up. Scattered
among the “big ones” were about an equal number
of medium and small hostas to make the garden
merge seamlessly with the surrounding
woodlands. If you look carefully you will notice
they have recently been bitten with the “mini” bug
such as Lakeside Baby Face. With all those large
varieties, they have a multitude of shady places to
insert mini-sized hostas. From every window in
their home they have a beautiful and peaceful
view of their hostas.

Other gardens at the Brogan house are a lovely
rose garden; an unexpected cactus garden; an
ornamental grass garden; and an annual and
perennial garden. Rocks are prominently
displayed and ground the property with a solid
feel, from the outsized Brogan Garden rock at the
front walkway to the house to the numerous large
metamorphic stones surrounding and covered by
the pergola.
Asked if they would change anything if they could
do the garden over again, they both emphatically
concluded they would keep it exactly the same.
We concur; we enjoyed the Brogan garden and
would keep it exactly the way it is, including the
homemade baked goods made by Mrs. Brogan’s
octogenarian mom recovering from shoulder
surgery, the best and tastiest Physical Therapy we
have ever encountered. As they say, “Go big, or
go home”. With the big hostas encircling their
house, the Brogan’s can enjoy both.

An array of hosta colors are splashed throughout
the Brogan’s garden. Exceptionally nice was the
blue and yellow-touched edge of an upright Hosta
Regal Splendor. Hosta Sergeant Pepper’s lonely
heart-shaped leaves with green centers and wide
chartreuse margins present a proper and official
presence, suitable for a military review.
Meandering down the path one encounters the
large heart-shaped leaves of Hosta Dance with
Me, displaying wide green margins and centers of
gold, waiting for a romantic Tango, a fast Salsa, or
maybe a diminutive Minuet to be planted.
Nearby, nestled together, the large blue-green
corrugated leaves of Hosta Allegan Emperor
reigns in beautiful contrast to the large yellow

Photo by the authors.
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Credit Where Credit Is Due: The Paul
Aden Registrations

2012 and Registrations 2013 editions of The
Hosta Journal.

by The American Hosta Society Nomenclature
Committee

We will only mention here a few of the altered
cultivars that hosta fanciers likely have in their
gardens. First and foremost is the popular H.
‘Sum and Substance’. You’ll now be noting that
“(F. Shaw - 1980)” is cited after this cultivar
name; the original registration date remains. Also,
(F. Shaw - 1986) now marks H. ‘Blue Angel’.
Others are H. ‘Blue Cadet’ (F. Shaw - 1974), H.
‘Big Daddy’ (F. Shaw - 1976), H. ‘Big Mama’ (F.
Shaw - 1976), H. ‘Love Pat’ (F. Shaw - 1978) and
H. ‘Zounds’ (F. Shaw - 1978).

(Note: The AHS Nomenclature Committee has
asked all hosta newsletter editors to run this story
in an upcoming edition. The Editor)
In April 2012, The American Hosta Society
president appointed the AHS Cultivar Origination
Commission with this mission:
Investigate origins of Paul Aden’s registrations
and report findings to the International Registrar
for the Genus Hosta for modifying the Hosta
Registry.

Kevin Vaughn now is credited as originator of H.
‘Fragrant Bouquet’, registered in 1982. We also
recognize H. ‘Fragrant Blue’ (K. Vaughn - 1988),
H. ‘Fringe Benefit’ (K. Vaughn - 2010), H. ‘So
Sweet’ (K. Vaughn - 1986) and H. ‘Sweetie’ (K.
Vaughn - 1988).

Members were Tom Micheletti (Chair), Warren I.
Pollock, W. George Schmid and Mark R. Zilis.
Tom was AHS Immediate Past President and a
member of the AHS Executive Council. Mark is
author of the 1125-page instant classic The
Hostapedia and the just published 428-page Mark
Zilis’ Field Guide to Hostas. George and Warren
co-chair the AHS Nomenclature Committee and
are members of the AHS Board of Directors.
George wrote the classic reference The Genus
Hosta – Giboshi Zoku.

At this writing the registrar has not yet altered the
registrations in the online AHS Hosta Registry.
This is a huge task requiring considerable time of
a computer programmer. Since many parentages
stated by Aden are incorrect, changes will be
considerable. We understand that the registrar
plans to start the project this summer (2014).
Publications of The American Hosta Society now
reflect these changes, for example in the Photo
Indexes at the end of recent issues of The Hosta
Journal. And some nurseries have modified their
catalogs and lists, citing K. Vaughn or F. Shaw
instead of P. Aden. But, frankly, the conversion
process in the industry has been slow. Simply put,
folks just are hesitant to make changes to things
they’ve been accustomed to for years and years.

The Commission’s first report was published in
the 2012 issue of AHS’s Online Hosta Journal,
pages 5–6. The second and final report was in the
2013 issue, pages 4–5.
The Commission found that many hostas assumed
to be creations of Paul Aden, who died in 2010,
were originated by Kevin C. Vaughn, now
residing in Salem, Oregon, and the late Florence
M. Shaw, who lived in Weston, Massachusetts,
and died in 1975. Both were prolific hosta
hybridizers. Widely know are Kevin’s H. ‘Bette
Davis Eyes’ (registered in 1987) and H. ‘Tijuana
Brass’ (1988), and Mrs. Shaw’s H. ‘Birchwood
Elegance’ (1986) and H. ‘Birchwood Parky’s
Gold’ (1986).

However, we hope that home gardeners will take
the lead in modifying relevant plant labels and
records.
If you have questions, please contact Warren at
giboshiwip@aol.com or George at
hostahillwgs@comcast.net.

The Commission has determined alternate
originators for fewer than 50 hostas of the more
than 200 that Aden registered or were registered
for him. For details, please refer to the reports,
which also were published by the Hosta Registrar,
Kevin P. Walek, in the blue-cover Registrations
6

Hostas in the Fall

Note: VP Mike Kovach has noted a link on the
Hosta Library that discusses more about Paul
Aden for your reading:
http://www.hostalibrary.org. A link to “The Paul
Aden Story” by Bill Meyer is prominently
displayed in the middle of the Hosta Library’s
home page.

We’ll soon be heading into the fall and what does
that mean for our hostas? The following two
articles, “September Hosta Tips” and “From
September to Fall Garden Cleanup” provide some
different perspectives on what needs to be
accomplished to put our babies “to bed” heading
into the winter. I hope you find them both
interesting and helpful. The Editor

2015 AHS Convention

September Hosta Tips
by Rob “The Hosta Guy” Mortko
(Courtesy of the Illinois Prairie Hosta Society
from their newsletter, Prairie Hosta Herald,
Volume 10, Issue 6 of September 2013.)
As we transition into the fall season there's much
to be done in the garden.
Fall is for Planting
Many folks might conclude that hostas can only be
planted in the spring because they seem to
"disappear" in local nurseries and garden centers
by the first of June. Fact is, container grown
hostas can be planted any time during the growing
season. What's more, by planting now you can
gain nearly a full growing season as compared to
waiting until next spring. This will be readily
apparent next spring as you will most likely have
multiple eyes or pips emerge as a result of
planting now. Remember we maintain our hosta
stock year round and still have thousands to
choose from.

The American Hosta Society’s 2015 convention
will be held in Raleigh, North Carolina, from June
18th through June 20th, hosted by Bob and Nancy
Solberg of Green Hill Farm, Franklinton, NC.
The theme of the convention is “Back to the
Future.” Since it’s only four or so hours down the
road from the DC area, this will be a great
opportunity for Club members to experience an
AHS annual convention without the need to travel
very far. So, keep it in your appointment book
and sign up when the time comes! Details should
be forthcoming on the American Hosta Society’s
website at: www.americanhostasociety.org.

Dividing Hostas
Fall is considered the "optimum" time for hosta
division as roots can continue to grow and
establish themselves until our first killing frost
(which averages October 26th in KC). Remember
hostas never need to be divided as opposed to
most perennials that will become less vigorous
after 3-5 years if not divided. With hostas it's a
choice you make.

The Potomac Hosta Club and Dixie
Region Are Now On Facebook
The Potomac Hosta Club and now the Dixie
Region (our region within the American Hosta
Society) have Facebook pages. Please like us.
The latest pictures and information can seen there.
Check us out at: potomachostaclubfacebook and
www.facebook.com/dixiehosta.

To divide hostas it is usually easiest to dig and lift
the entire clump. Then use a spade or knife to
divide into smaller sections. The key is to retain
an adequate root structure for each division. If
needed, use a hose to wash away the soil to get a
closer look at where you should be making your
7

divisions. When replanting, use a root
starter/stimulator solution, but avoid any solid
fertilizer this late in the season.

However this is not true, or at the least it is very,
very rare. Hybridizers use "streaked" hostas as the
pod parent for developing new variegated
cultivars. These streaked breeding plants are
somewhat unstable and command a relatively high
market price.

Don't forget the value of good soil prep. Since
hostas never need to be divided, you really only
get one chance to do a good job of preparing the
soil with plenty of organic matter. Never plant
that $5 hosta in a 50 cent hole. Even worse is
planting a $20 hosta in that same 50 cent hole!!!

But with all that said, you can still have some fun
by germinating your own hosta seeds. Just realize
that they will likely be a solid color even if
originating from a variegated parent. Here are a
few tips for starting seed which can be a great
winter time activity. The timing on starting seed
is a variable with some folks starting in October or
November while others wait until February.

Planting Hosta Seeds
Chances are you have at least a few hosta bloom
scapes that set seed. The seed pod will crack open
in due time indicating the seed has matured. The
seed is generally viable if is has turned black.

Start the seeds in flats with a clear plastic dome
(or similar high humidity setup). Wash the flats
and use a sterile soilless mix to minimize any

Hostas do not obey the normal rules of genetics.
You might think that if a variegated hosta is
crossed with another variegated hosta then the
offspring would be, for the most part, variegated.

(Continued on Page 9.)

2014 Hosta Bingo at Somerset Town Hall, Chevy Chase
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(Continued from Page 8.)

Although October is the time to start cutting back
on watering, hostas do not want to be dry when
they go into dormancy. Each gardener will have
to decide for themselves whether their gardens
need supplemental watering during October;
considering-soil type, temperatures, and amount of
rainfall received.

potential fungal problems. Cover the seed lightly
to a 1/8" to 1/4" depth. Germination typically
occurs in 12 to 15 days. Target an air temperature
of about 75 degrees F. Heating mats can be useful
when working in cooler basement settings.
Lighting is critical when gardening indoors
(although not relevant to the actual seed
germination process in this case). Use
supplemental lighting (cool-white fluorescent
tubes) to give 16-24 hours of daily lighting
following germination. Maintain the lights about
2" above the dome, or 2" above the plants once the
dome has been removed.

We have very little control during the winter, but
keep in mind that hostas prefer to remain on the
dry side during dormancy. Excessive moisture
and cold temperatures lead to rotting.
Continue to watch for foliar nematodes (brown
streaks between the veins of hosta leaves). If you
have infected plants, get rid of them, or have more
infected plants next season.

Never let the seedlings dry out. Keep the soil
moist but not soggy. Grow until the tops of the
plants touch the dome. Then transplant (typically
at the 2 or 3 leaf stage) and begin using a water
soluble fertilizer. How much water soluble
fertilizer you use will depend on how much you
want to “push” the growth process.

Mole activity usually picks up in the fall. Moles
won't directly cause damage to hostas, other than
occasionally uprooting young plants, but
eliminating moles will reduce the likelihood of
voles which use the mole runs to reach and eat
hosta roots and crowns.

Before moving seedlings to the spring garden,
don't forget to harden them off - just like a tomato
plant that was started inside.

It is a good idea to drop poison bait into vole holes
throughout the winter. Look for nickel size holes,
often right next to hosta crowns. Not being able to
easily see the results, I suggest alternating the use
of a variety of baits to increase the chances of
success. Place a brick or other heavy object over
the hole to prevent poisoning of birds and other
animals. Several gardeners have also had success
with mouse traps baited with a mixture of peanut
butter and oatmeal placed next to vole holes.
Again, cover the hole and trap in a manner to
protect birds and pets. A clay pot turned upside
down with a brick on top works well.

From September to Fall Garden
Cleanup
by Ray Rodgers
(Courtesy of the Ontario Hosta Society from their
Fall 2012 Newsletter, Volume 18, Issue 4.)
Planting hostas can be done anytime as long as the
soil is not frozen, but the chances for survival are
better if plantings are completed by early
September, to allow four to six weeks for the
plants to reestablish before first frost (approx.
October 14 in central Illinois). Hostas are
completely dormant during the winter, making late
plantings more susceptible to rot.

Depending on how early, cutting your hostas back
before they go dormant may reduce the amount of
energy that they are able to store, resulting in
smaller plants the following season. If you prefer
this method, it is advisable to sanitize your garden
tools between each plant. One commonly used
sanitizer is a bleach/water solution (10-50%
bleach). Most people use a mix closer to 10%. If
your confidence level goes up proportionately as
the percent of bleach increases, it may be worth
the extra expense. It is your decision, but do use
some form of sanitizer. Remember that viruses

Do not try to keep your hostas actively growing
late in the year. It is better to let plants die down
somewhat naturally rather than letting a hard frost
do all the damage. All fertilization should have
stopped well prior to September, but it is
important for gardens to continue receiving the
equivalent of 1 to 1½ inches of rainfall per week
through September.
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spread when the sap from an infected plant comes
in contact with the sap of another plant.

tissue less susceptible to freezing temperatures.
On the negative side, adding an additional layer of
compost before the ground is frozen increases the
likelihood of rodent damage.

Mother Nature can make the removal of hosta
foliage much easier than cutting petioles at ground
level. After one or more hard freezes, it becomes
vary easy to pull hosta foliage off without any
tools. If you try pulling the foliage off too early,
you may end up completely pulling some
divisions and/or smaller hostas out of the ground.

For trough gardens, putting them on the east or
north side of a building and covering and
surrounding them with a coarse mulch will
provide winter protection. For additional
protection, some gardeners prefer to first bury the
bottom one-third of the trough in the ground.

Some of the reasons for cleaning your gardens in
the fall include:

For additional detail, I recommend the following
articles by Bob Solberg:

• Removal of all hosta leaves and other debris
from the garden helps reduce slug populations the
following year, as slugs often lay their eggs on
these surfaces.

“How late is too late to plant hostas in the fall?” http://www.hostahosta.com/tips.html#late
“Preparing the Garden for Winter” http://www.hostahosta.com/tips.html#Winter

• Eliminates cover for rodents (mice, moles and
voles).

Fall Hosta Forum

• Reduces a variety of fungal diseases the
following year.

Scheduled for Saturday, September 20th, at
Edinboro University, Edinboro, PA. Sponsored
by the Daffodil and Hosta Society of Western
Pennsylvania and the Western New York Hosta
Society, this year’s theme is: “DAMN RIGHT,
I’ve got the Blues!”

• May reduce the spread of foliar nematodes.
Some people believe that if infected leaves are not
removed in the fall, they can be blown around
infecting other areas. If unsure, why risk it.
For many of the above reasons, it is not advisable
to put hosta leaves on the compost pile. Burning
the garden clutter can be a bit of a challenge, as
hosta leaves are typically very moisture retentive,
but doing so eliminates any possible problems
associated with discarding the waste elsewhere.
One of the arguments against cleaning gardens in
the fall is that the old foliage helps to maintain soil
temperatures and protects hostas from extreme
cold. This is not without merit, buy generally
speaking, if your gardens are already mulched,
and any exposed buds are covered with a little
surrounding soil, there is no need for additional
protection of established plants.

Speakers
include: Don Dean, “Got the Blues;” Rick
Goodenough, “I’ve Got a Right to Sing the
Blues;” Oscar Cross, “Chasing the Blues;” and
Laura Deeter, “Continual Color with Continual
Hassle.” Registration is $60 for WNY/WPA
members and $70 for non-members, which
includes lunch and the four speakers. There is
additional Friday night dinner and entertainment
for early arrivers. For more information and
registration forms, visit the Western New York
Hosta Society’s website at: www.wnyhosta.com.

If additional protection is desired, a thin layer of
low moisture retentive coarse mulch, such as
various types of wood chips or pine bark nuggets,
can be added. A thin layer of mulch will also help
prevent heaving of young plants. An additional
benefit of a coarse layer of mulch added anytime
from fall through winter is by helping to maintain
soil temperatures; emergence of new plant growth
in the spring will be slightly delayed, making plant
10

Potomac Hosta Club Volunteer Garden
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2014”, which should give you a site that still has
the 2014 activities and class lists available. If you
are interested, this will give you a feel for what’s
going on and the types of classes on offer. And
for those of you who get “cabin fever” in March,
this might just be the ticket to beat those winter
doldrums and get an early peek at hosta spring
(even if you do have to drive north to Ohio to do it
–in March!).

What is Hosta College?
Hosta College is an educational, interactive and
fun place to find what’s new for your garden,
hosting some 500 gardeners from throughout the
US and Canada. It is also a place to buy hostas,
their companion plants, hosta stones, books,
garden tools, unique art and clothing. The College
has been sponsored for over 20 years by the Great
Lakes Regional Hosta Society and is held every
year in March in Piqua, Ohio, at the Upper

A Different Kind of Hosta Garden
by Rosa Wooddy
(Courtesy of the Mid South Hosta Society from
their newsletter, Hosta Hotline, Volume 16,
Number 6 of September 2012.)
(Note: The article provides some good thoughts
on companion plants for hostas and may be of
interest to members. The Editor)
Hostas are one of my favorite plants to grow. As
many of you know, I grow the majority of mine in
pots. Hostas love growing in pots because they
aren't in competition for water, food or room. To
keep the pots of hostas from looking completely
unnatural, I've been growing many companion
plants with them. One of the easier plants to grow
is hellebores. Since the moles, voles and deer
don't like these plants, they are growing very well
in the ground. They've thrown a lot of seeds that
are now successfully growing in many places in
my garden. They provide a wonderful way to
blend my pots into the landscape. The leaves are
usually tall enough to cover some of the pot and
since they're green in the winter, the garden
doesn't look so bleak. I've also been purchasing
some of the newer introductions that have come
out in the last couple of years. Some doubles and
a pink one. A friend also gave me one with silvergray leaves. It's always nice to try something new.

Image courtesy of Cathy Myers. 2014

Valley Career Center. Participants gather on
Friday evening and attend classes on Saturday.
This year the College offered 75 different classes
held over six periods, many of which are hands on
and you either take home a plant or some piece of
art work you made. Whether you are a novice or
an experienced gardener, eclectic or traditionalist,
enjoy lectures or hands-on experiences, you will
find classes to fit your needs or intrigue you.
There is also a Friday-night hosta auction with all
proceeds going to further Hosta College events
and a Saturday-night banquet.
The 2014 registration fee was $55 for nonmembers of the Great Lakes Hosta Society, which
also includes a buffet lunch on Saturday and an
evening banquet for an additional $20. In 2015,
Hosta College will be held on Friday-Saturday,
March 20th-21st, and the class list will be released
on January 1st, 2015. For details on the 2015
event, check: www.ihostohio.org (although the
site might not be ready yet in August). If that is
the case, for a peek at what was offered this year,
try Googling: “hosta college in piqua ohio in

To add more color to my deeper shaded areas I've
been adding different heucheras. Again, I've been
forced to put these into pots due to a very hungry
vole population. Fortunately, they do very well in
pots and like other plants in pots, I can move them
around as needed. Since heucheras love to be pot
bound, I just leave them in the pot from the
nursery and drop it into a larger prettier pot. They
usually do very well in the nursery pots for a year
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or two and then I transplant them into the larger
pot. Their leaf colors are so varied and some have
lovely flowers in the spring. It's a real thrill to see
them adding that punch of color that some heavier
shady areas really need. However, I've bought
some over the last few years that barely survived a
week or two once I brought them home from a
trip. I'm finally learning to remember that they
must have villosa in their parentage or they won't
be able to tolerate our heat and humidity.
Fortunately, there a lot of new introductions that
are being developed with our southern summers in
mind. They are a lovely accent plant to group
with your hostas. You can also sink the nursery
pot into the ground, provided you double pot or
put something in the bottom of the pot to keep the
voles out.

pots mixed in with the hostas and other plants.
These maples are kept in the shadiest areas of my
garden. Because they are young and smaller, they
are very susceptible to drying out and need that
extra protection from the sun. They're doing very
well and give a little height in different areas of
the garden. They also provide some wonderfull
fall color.
I've also planted a cut-leaf vitex that has grown
very quickly to over six feet. It loves the sun, heat
and humidity and looks gorgeous when it's in
bloom. I've planted daylilies around its base since
it's in the full sun. All of the plants in this area are
thriving.

Another great companion plant is hydrangeas.
These grow well in our area and provide shade
and structure to the garden. About five years ago,
two sassafras trees that provided a lot of shade in
one area of my shade gardens died. Since then,
I've been using paniculata hydrangeas as a shade
source for my hostas and other shade plants. The
tree roots are so thick in this area that I've planted
these in very large pots. I also love the oakleaf
and lacecap hydrangeas that I've planted in other
areas of the garden. These do well for me as long
as I keep them well watered during the summer's
heat and drought. I've found that all the plants in
the ground are competing with the trees for every
drop of water. If I miss more than two days of
watering, the leaves droop and the plants aren't
happy. These plants like to have good drainage in
the winter, but this also means that drainage is
very good in summer when I'm trying to keep the
plants well watered.

In the summer, I bring out my growing collection
of colocasias (elephant ears) to add into the mix.
One great thing about this plant is that it likes the
sun. I can put them in spots that are just too hot
for the more shade-loving plants. These plants are
also grown in pots as they are tropicals and have
to go into the garage during our winter months.
Some have gotten very large and really are
striking in the garden. I would recommend trying
some, as there are so many different varieties of
them available now. Given good soil, fertilizer
and water, they will grow to their full height in
time in a pot.

I also grow Japanese maples in my shade beds. I
have planted three to replace two lost sassafras
trees. These trees will take another three to four
years to provide a lot of shade, but they're growing
quickly. However, once again, watering is
imperative, even though these trees have already
been in the ground for two years. The competition
is fierce for water this summer. The red maple has
shown some leaf scorch due to a lot of sun, but the
green fine-leaf maple, Seiryu, and the Coral Bark
maple are both doing just fine. I also have some
very special dwarf Japanese maples that are in

All in all, with very little rain and a lot of
watering, the gardens look pretty good. It's
amazing how these hostas that have lost a big area
of shade are still looking pretty good, given our
scorching temperatures this summer. They are in
full sun from 7:30 am until 1:30 pm and are
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surviving. Hostas truly are a shade-tolerant plant
as opposed to a shade plant. Some of mine have
learned to be more sun-tolerant than shadetolerant, but I hope in another year or two, they
will regain their shade.

activities, and as we identify activities for 2015,
keep those in mind for future assistance. The Club
needs your involvement to keep it together as a
club, so if you can help, contact Susan Hedrick on
703-866-2211 or at: hostaclub@gmail.com or
Karen O’Mara on 703-281-4334 or at:
raykaren4334@cox.net.

Support Our Professional Members

Club Publicity: As we all know, the Club

These commercial members not only bring
another level of expertise to the PHC, they also
support our efforts to bring members the newest
hostas at reasonable prices.
Bridgewood Gardens, Chick Wasitis proprietor,
Strasburg, Virginia;
www.bridgewoodgardens.com
Claythings, LJ Pendlebury, proprietor,
Alexandria, VA; www.claythings.net
Green Hill Farm, Bob and Nancy Solberg
proprietors, Franklinton, North Carolina;
www.hostahosta.com
Heather Hill Gardens, Bonnie Ruetenik
proprietor, Fairfax Station, Virginia;
www.heatherhillgardens.com
Possess the Land Nursery, Addie Drayton
owner, 705 Shelby Dr, Oxon Hill, MD; e-mail
address is: creativeaddie@yahoo.com
Wade & Gatton Nurseries, Van Wade
proprietor, Belleville, Ohio,
wadeandgattonnurseries.com

needs to recruit new members, which means we
all have to publicize the Club wherever and
however we can. To this end, we are asking all
the PHC officers and board members to do what
we can to ensure that articles or notes about the
Club are inserted in local news outlets,
homeowners’ associations newsletters, bulletin
boards and the like. We also need the Club’s
membership to help us with this effort. If you
know of an outlet for publicity for the Club, we
will provide a note or article for inclusion. For
assistance with this, you can contact Gerald
Fitzgibbon at mikefitz2@hotmail.com ; Susan
Hedrick at hostaclub@gmail.com; or Tom Hilt at
tandjhilt@verizon.net.

PHC Membership
The current dues for 1 year/3 years are:
Households
$10.00/$25.0
Senior Households (65+):
$5.00/$12.50
Garden Clubs, Plant Societies,
and Businesses:
$15.00/$40.00
Make checks payable to the Potomac Hosta Club
and send to:
Tom Hilt
1336 East Capitol Street, NE
Washington, DC 20003-1533

Volunteers
As always, we need Club membeers to volunteer
for the many activities in which the the Club is
involved. So, please take a look at the list of 2014
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2014 Upcoming Events
- Annual Picnic: Scheduled for Sunday, August 31st, from Noon to 3:00 PM, at Fort Hunt Park, Mount
Vernon, Virginia; see details on Page 2 above.
- Fall Hosta Forum: Saturday, September 20th, at Edinboro University, Edinboro, PA. For more
information and registration forms, please visit the Western New York Hosta Society website at:
www.wnyhosta.com. The one-day event is jointly sponsored by the Western Pennsylvania and Western New
York Hosta Societies, with noted speakers on both hostas and other plant/garden issues of interest. For
details see Page 11 above.
- National Capital Area Garden Clubs’ Flower Show: Saturday and Sunday, October 18th and 19th at
the National Arboretum; this is a judged flower show and is open to Potomac Hosta Club members who may
be interested in participating. Details are at: www.ncagardenclubs.org and click on “Review the Flower
Show Schedule.”

2015 Prospective Events
- Hosta College: March 20-21 at Piqua, Ohio; the college is sponsored by the Great Lakes Region of the
American Hosta Society and held annually. The Class List for 2015 will be released on 1 January 2015; for
details see: www.ihostohio.org.
- The PHC Annual Meeting and Plant Sale: March 29th, from 2:00 to 4:00 PM; guest speaker to be
announced.
- American Hosta Society Annual Convention: Raleigh, NC, on June 18th through 20th, hosted by Bob
and Nancy Solberg; details should be forthcoming on the AHS website: www.americanhostasociety.org.
- Green Spring Park Plant Sale: May 16th, at 4603 Green Spring Road, Alexandria, Virginia 22312.
- PHC Annual Picnic: August 30th, from Noon to 3:00 PM; location and details to be announced.

Potomac Hosta Club, Inc
Tom Hilt, Newsletter Editor
1336 East Capitol Street, NE
Washington, DC 20003-1533
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